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Upcoming Event

Alumnus - My Wall

The month of March marched forward with fury…… Oppressive heat 

across India signalled the early arrival of a scorching summer.

The heat, coupled with final exams for students, made life even more 

challenging for all

However, things cooled down a bit towards the end of the month, 

atleast for the alumni who attended the first BUSINESS NETWORKING 

FORUM organised by our Alumni Association on the 25th of March 2017 

at the Crescent School of Business. A focussed programme with an aim 

to promote businesses, this proved to be a preamble to the major 

event in August – The Global Entrepreneurship Meet. 

Our UAE chapter had their first family day outing after formation of 

the chapter which saw the alumni bonding manifest across families.

The Month of April would have another first. The first ever “ Welcome 

to the Alumni Association” event  where the outgoing students would 

be invited into the Association and enlightened on the benefits to be 

accrued. 

It would be our pleasure to hear from you all as well. We look forward 

to your suggestions to improve our Association and take it to the place 

where it rightly belongs. 

We would also like to seek your support to increase the count of members 

in our association. Please do forward the details of your fellow alumni to 

us to communicate. 

Do send us a mail on both the above to alumniassociation@basuniv.ac.in

Looking forward to being in touch.

The Executive and Advisory Team 

BSA Crescent Alumni Association

BUSINESS NETWORKING FORUM

STAFF OF THE MONTH

Department: Computer Applications

FAMILY GET TOGETHER - USA CHAPTER

http://alumniassociation@basu.ac.in
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The first of its kind for our Alumni fraternity, the 

Crescent Alumni Business Networking Forum was held at 

the state-of-the-art premises of Crescent School of 

Business, Chennai on March 25, 2017. The evening 

witnessed a conglomeration of our enterprising Alumni 

from various batches who gathered for a common 

purpose – Business Networking. The air was filled with a 

feeling of camaraderie and there were instant 

connections with business cards being exchanged over 

High Tea. The formal event was even more engaging 

wherein each of the participating members introduced 

themselves and made audio-visual presentations about 

their business models. The members projected their 

respective product/service offerings and also 

highlighted about their expectations from other 

members to explore new business opportunities and to 

grow their businesses exponentially. The session 

concluded with feedback and suggestions from the 

members to help improve the future editions of the 

forum. The Alumni rejoiced nostalgic moments from the 

past over a sumptuous dinner.



UAE CHAPTER FAMILY GET TOGETHER 

BSA Crescent University Alumni – UAE Chapter had a Family Get 
Together on 31st March 2017 at Mushriq Park in Dubai and more 
than 150 people attended the event. The event was fun filled 
and full of enjoyment for all members and their families and it 
provided great opportunities for everyone to meet families of 
the Alumni and strengthen the bondage among members to a 

greater level. Many games were conducted, quiz program for 
the better halves as well as for the Alumni were also conducted. 
Skill tests for Kids, Ladies and Gents were conducted with a 
twist and ensured that all in the crowd had fun and enjoyed the 
time and won as many prizes as possible to make the day very 
special and memorable in their life.  

It was indeed a great day in the history of UAE Chapter to have a 

family event with this many number of attendees coming 
together and it was an opportunity to see many news faces who 
would have otherwise been just in the books of our Alumni.

The feeling of togetherness was felt with all joining together for 
a sumptuous lunch in the traditional way. All members attended 
the event liked it and felt very happy with the total 
arrangements, food and all the give aways arranged for the 

events. The event wouldn't have been a success without the 
support of the Core organizing team who ensured and worked 
hard to see the success of the event. We would like to thank all 
those volunteers in addition to the organizing committee who 
toiled along with the team to keep the event going smooth.

Lastly we would like to thank all the members who supported 
the event with their attendance and also all the sponsors who 
provided us with fund and prizes for distribution. 
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STAFF OF THE MONTH

Going down memory lane two years and three 
decades back, throws up vistas of golden moments I  
shall cherish and hold dear in my heart. 

It was mid noon of a Sunday when a telegram 
brought home the news of my appointment as 
Lecturer in English at Saleh Kamel Crescent 
Engineering College, Vandalur (that was how the 
institution was initially christened). The telegram 
stated that I was to report for duty on 31 October, 
1984.  I reminisced  my interview at Buhari Towers 
(which was unforgettable since the bus I was on 
broke down and I had to report late to Mr. 
Mohammed Ghouse , Office Superintendent). I took 
it as an harbinger, (a bad omen  of my not getting 
selected) and also Prof. S. Peer Mohamed's response 
“You are our neighbour” when I informed that I was 
put up in Perungalathur.  I was doubly careful that 
nothing should go amiss this time. I immediately 
came up with a plan of figuring out the exact 
location of the college to plan the travel in the 
pretext of visiting the Anna Zoological Park and the 
other landmark was the Crescent School. 

I went along with my father on 31st October 1984). 
The General Manager Alhaj V.N.A. Jalal sir's 
affectionate care and hospitality was very 
reassuring and touching. There was a brief 
introduction of each other over a cup of tea and 
biscuits. There were about ten faculties from the 
department of English(2) Mathematics (2), 

Physics(1), Chemistry(1) Civil(2),  Mechanical(1) 
and Electrical Engineering(1 We were told that 
classes would have to be taken in three sheds until 
proper buildings were constructed. We were asked 
to leave quickly after taking lunch as the All India 
Radio had  broadcast the assassination of the then 
Prime Minister Mrs. Indira Gandhi. Fortunately we 
reached home safe without any mishap. Well , that 
is how I commenced my career at Crescent.

Prof. S. Peer Mohamed was  the principal under 
whose tutelage we were groomed in team skills.   He 
roped in senior Professors to head the various  
departments  and Professor Habibur Rahman , was 
the  visiting Professor of English who ground us in 
the system of how an engineering college functions. 
Prof. Peer Mohamed would assign us the job of 
documenting news clippings on Science & 
Technology, Know Your English Column  and would go 
through them on Wednesdays. He used to show keen 
interest in analyzing the pass percentage of girl 
students in +2 exam and admission into engineering 
streams. He gave me permission to study M.Phil 
degree . 

Within a year or so there was a small foundation 
stone laying ceremony  which began with the prayer 
of our founder's brother Mr. Thaikappa. , Professor S. 
Peer Mohamed, General  Manager  Alhaj V.N.A. Jalal 
, Treasurer Mr. Hasan , Mr. Sheik, Captain Amir Ali 
and soon after the current Electrical Sciences Block, 
Computer Science block and Crescent Business 
School  block were constructed and were 
inaugurated by the then President  Mr. 
Venkatraman. Branches like ECE and later , CSE 
were offered as new programmes. Then came ICE 
and Polymer Technology. The faculty  and student 
community grew from strength to strength . 

We the English faculties would assist in Admission 
process and can testify to the fact that there were 
parents who preferred to put their  wards in 
Crescent Engineering College rather than Anna 
University  because of the infrastructure and 
standard  of teaching at “ Crescent”.That was the 
image and reputation of “Crescent” in the public's 
eye. What struck me most was the management 's 
drive  to  take the institution constantly forward. 

In 1996 Dr. Sathick  became the director , he 
impressed upon us the  importance  of research as a 

RECOUNTING FOND MEMORIES …
DR.P.M.USHA RANI - Dean, School of Social Sciences &Humanities
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STAFF OF THE MONTH
dimension of Higher education and he encouraged 
us to do Ph.D. and publish papers. Plans were afoot 
to  become autonomous. The faculty strength in 
English department expanded to four.  From Dr. V. 
M. Periasamy the next principal we learnt academic 
discipline. The freedom of designing our own 
curriculum drove the institution to change its mind 
and  become a university. With the introduction of 
Communication skills by Anna University, the 
department was equipped with Language 
Laboratory. Two more faculties were inducted.   In  
2009 the college was upgraded as a deemed to be 
university and this move steered the transformation 
from a  college to a University with Dr. Kaniappan as 
the first Vice Chancellor. All the faculties were 
motivated by him to contribute to the three fold 
domains  of a university namely Teaching ,Research 
and Extension Services. He initiated the move of 
offering bridge course in English, Maths and 
Fundamentals of Computing to the lateral entry 
students joining in the second year. Simultaneously 
similar classes were offered to the freshers who got 
admitted into B.Tech programme. Gradually the 
faculty strength  in the department rose to  ten with 
a French hand to offer French as a language option.  
The department was recognized as a research 
department and the faculties with Ph.D 
qualification were offered supervisorship to guide 
scholars for Ph.D and M.Phil. 

Then Padmashri  Dr.J.A. K. Tareen took over as the 
second Vice Chancellor.He brought the various 
department into schools and also introduced 
Biotechnology as a  course. Newer branches like 
Automobile and Aerospace Engineering several P.G. 
programmes were introduced. The university was 
accredited with “A” grade by  NAAC. Open House 
Exhibition was conducted allowing the prospective 
students and parents to see the infrastructure and 
faculty in person .

The Mechanical Science Block was inaugurated.  He 
envisioned the faculties to become authors and 
introduced the book writing project- Authors' 
Forum. In the teaching- learning front also changes 
were brought in  like adoption of Outcome-based 
education and  Project –based learning .

 I rose to  become the Head of the department of 
English(2012-15) and organized a one-day workshop 
'Creativity in English Language Teaching” and 
another on  “ Drafting A Lesson- Plan: An OBTL 
Approach” , two Two-day national conferences on 
“A Paradigm Shift in English Language Teaching / 

Testing: A Literary/ Linguistic Perspective “ & “ 
Instructional Methods and Materials for  Outcome- 
Based English Language Teaching”. I also co-
authored a book titled “Interactive English” which is 
revised annually and has been the course book  for  
English for  the B.Tech programme. After being 
elevated as a Dean, School of Social Sciences and 
Humanities in 2016  introduced French as a language 
option.

It is indeed  true that “Good teachers know how to 
bring out the best in students”. I had the good 
fortune of a few  parents telling in person that their 
wards' are shaped well by we crescent teachers. Isn't 
this the best recognition a teacher can aspire for!. 
The unparalleled advantages of being a Teacher are 
you are not only constantly learning to keep yourself 
updated but also  remain young and energetic in 
spirit because of your contact with students.   

In short ,  every change in the management of the 
institution ushered in new ideologies and set new 
targets to achieve.I take this opportunity to place 
on record my heartfelt thanks for having grown 
professionally along with the institution.What 
strickes me  most as unbeatable is the 
management's passionate drive to constantly take 
the institution forward. All the credit goes to the 
farsighted vision and proactive leadership of our 
chairman Mr. Abdul Qadir Abdul Rahman Buhari who 
with amazing energy and commitment, lays out the 
roadmap and sets newer benchmarks for our 
endeavours and achievements. Currently under the 
tenure of the new Vice Chancellor Prof. Sahol Hamid 
Bin Abu Bakar, the university is all poised to scale 
newer heights of success and achieve international 
acclaim.

 What better ambassadors than the alumni to 
vouchsafe for the worth of studying in Crescent. 
Their active participation in the growth of 
institution consolidates the bonding and brings fond 
memories of the times gone by.  They have come 
forward to collaborate and take their Alma mater 
forward. I wish  each and every alumni  professional 
success, good health and happy family life. I thank 
the Alumni President Mr. Sujit Tharakan for letting 
me pen down my thoughts and relive those happy 
moments encore!   

Let me conclude with the words of  Jim Rohn

"Successful people do what unsuccessful people 
are not willing to do. Don't wish it were easier; 
wish you were better." 
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ALUMNI - MY WALL

A UNIQUE INITIATIVE BY THE UAE CHAPTER 

In November 2016 - Our UAE / GCC Chapter launched a new concept called 'My Wall' . The aim of this 

initiative is to understand more about Alumni members in the Association and what benefits can be 

shared . The " My Wall" Poster with the information about an Alumnus covering the following details 

would be shared on a weekly basis in all the BSA Crescent University Alumni WhatsApp groups in 

GCC Chapter, other Chapters globally and the Parent Alumni Association Newsletter.

1. Name, Batch, Branch and other Educational Qualifications.

2. Current Job, Roles & Responsibilities and Contact details.

3. His / Her - Job / Employment History or Business Details in case of an Entrepreneur.

4. What he can give / share with others and what he expects from the others.

5. His Passion and Hobby

This My Wall initiative has received great response and appreciation from the Alumni members.
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¤ Excellent placement in reputed  Software industries like HCL, Infosys  etc.,

¤ Accredited by NBA since 2001.

¤ Well -equipped laboratories with state-of–the-art computers and Campus  

with wifi facility.

¤ Providing Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) enabled  

classes.

¤ Live Lectures, Tutorials, Virtual Labs, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC)  

under QEEE Programme.

¤ Value added programs like CISCO-CCNA, Enterprise Architect Tool with SPARX 

 and ORACLE-OCA.

¤ Encouraging staffs and students to do NPTEL courses.

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONSDEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
About the Department 
The Department of Computer Applications has been offering Master of Computer Applications (MCA), B.Sc (Computer 

Science), B.C.A (Cloud Technologies & Information Security), B.C.A (Mobile Application & Information Security), BCA 

(Data Science) and Ph.D programmes. The Department has well qualified and experienced faculty members to enrich the 

quality of teaching and Research. The Department motivates staffs and students to promote Industry Institute 

Interaction and R & D activities. Along with that, the Department offers additional virtual lab classes, live classes, 

tutorial MOOC'S, online courses through MHRD's QEEE programme. The website and Internet services of the University 

are maintained by the Department of Computer Applications. In addition to regular teaching, the department organizes 

technical Seminars, Symposia, workshops, industrial visits, in-plant training to expose the students to the real world 

environment and to enable them to gain practical knowledge.

Salient Features of the department

Research Thrust Areas and Working Group

 Faculty     Areas of Research

Dr. P. Sheik Abdul Khader 

Mr. I. Sathik Ali      Networking and Mobile Computing 

Mr. M. Syed Masood    

Dr. A. Jaya      Natural Language Processing, Cognitive Reasoning 

Ms. S. Shahar Banu 

Dr. P.K. Nizar Banu 

Mr. K. Javubar Sathik     Data and Knowledge Mining 

Mr. A. Abdul Azeez Khan 

Ms. G. Shree Devi     Image Processing 

Dr. A. Anny Leema     RFID 

Ms. P. Padmavathy     

Mr. A. Salman Ayaz     Software Engineering 

Mr. R.Venkateswaran  

Ms. S. Prathiba     Cloud Computing 
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Staff Achievements
¤ Dr.P.Sheik Abdul Khader has produced 8  Ph.d scholars from various universities out of which five of them are our 

 university teaching faculty.

¤ Mr. Abdul Azeez Khan and Mr. Javubar sathick completed NPTEL courses on “Modern Mobile Application    

 development” during Nov 20 16. 

¤ Dr.A.Jaya was judge for “ Young Scientist Award” to give middle and high school students a chance to 

 win a trip to NASA organized by Hindu Daily  at Hindustan University, Chennai

¤ Dr.A.Jaya, Dr. P.Sheik Abdul Khader, Mr.Salman Ayaz and Dr.Nizar Banu acted as resource persons in various 

 workshops

Department Contribution towards the University
¤ Maintenance of University Data centre

¤ Website Updation

¤ Social Media Updation

¤ University Email Maintenance

¤ Campus Internet (Both wired and wireless)

¤ Supported for Online advertisement 

¤ Supported for Online Entrance exam

¤ Supported for COE  office

¤ Computer Maintenance Cell

¤ University Firewall Maintenance

¤ Taking care of University & B.Sc / MCA 

Student Achievements
¤ Dream Offer : Mr. Faizan Ahmad (2011-14 Batch) was placed in the Sirius Computer Solutions and he was the 

highest paid  student of our University.

¤ Victory of Lime light: Ms. Salu of Final year MCA Won the Runners Up Position in the All India Inter University 

Ball Badminton Tournaments for Women 2016-17 organised by SRM University,  the runners up in the All India level 

badminton tournament during Jan 2017.

Industry – Institute Interaction
¤ Google Education - A Workshop on Google Apps for Top Executives, 

 HOD's, admins, Teaching Faculties and for other staff of our 

 university was conducted.

¤ Oracle Pvt. Ltd - Oracle certified Associate training provided to  

our students 

¤ IBM - Storage Area Network (SAN) Training was provided for 

 students to prepare themselves for a great career in SAN storage 

 and storage domain.

¤ Ameex Technologies - Project Internship and Placements was 

 provided for final year students.

¤ Hibrise Technologies - Project Internship and Placements was 

 provided for final year students. During Internship, students were 

 encouraged to design and develop new products, mobile apps and 

 games. 

¤ Sparx Systems - Training was provided for the students and faculty 

 of this university on the use of the Enterprise Architect software.

¤ CISCO - Cisco Certified Network Associate Training provided to 

 more than 150 students of BSAU. 
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International Collaboration

¤ Dr. A.Jaya, in Collaboration with Dr. Junzo Watada, waseda University, 

 Japan organized a one day workshop on advances in Data and web mining 

 during 9th February 2012 at B.S.Abdur Rahman University, Chennai

¤ Anny Leema, A. and M. Hemalatha, 2014 authored Chapter titled - Data 

 Management Issues in RFID Applications in the book RFID Technology 

 Integration for Business Performance Improvement. She is one of the 

 contributors to the book, "RFID Technology Integration for Business 

 Performance Improvement", with professor, In Lee, Ph.D, School of 

 Computer Sciences, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL USA. 

¤ Dr. P. K. Nizar Banu has authored a paper titled “Feature Selection Using Swarm based Relative Reduct  Technique 

 for Fetal Heart Rate”, Neural Computing Applications, Vol. 25, No(3-4) pp. 793 -806, 2014 with Dr. Ahmad Taher 

 Azar, Cairo University, Egypt.

Under Distinguished Visitors - Department of Computer Applications
¤ Dr. Junzo  Watadata, Professor, Waseda University visited and chaired a 

 session in International workshop of advances in Data and Web Mining. 

¤ Taiwan Professor visited data centre and interacted with faculty members 

 of Department Computer Applications regarding collaborative research 

 work.

¤ Dr. Albert Fassler, Bern University of Applied Sciences, Switzerland 

 delivered key note address during CYBERCREST 2015.

Department Activities
¤ The Computer Application Association has been organising  a national 

 level technical symposium “CYBERCREST” every year since 2005. The PG 

 and UG students of various colleges will be participating in the events such 

 as Paper presentation, Debugging, Quiz etc. 

¤ Club Activities:  

  Android Club 

  Nature Club

¤ Computer Application Department has organized various workshops  on 

 “Website Development and Soft Skills”, “Android and iOS programming”, 

 “Problem Solving and Soft skills”, Google applications and soft skills

¤ Computer Application department organized a two national conferences 

 on “Recent trends in Web technology”  in the years 2009 and 2013

Faculty Achievements - Research Awards and Incentives 

¤ Dr. P. Sheik Abdul Khader 

¤  Dr. A. Jaya

¤  Dr. A. Anny Leema 

¤ Dr. Nizar Banu 

¤ Mr. K. Javubar Sathick 

¤ Mr. A. Abdul Azeez Khan
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Upcoming Event
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Upcoming Event

The Alumni Association of B.S.A Crescent University

TUESDAY, 18TH, 2017, 11 am to 12.30 am
at Convention Centre, 

BSA CRESCENT UNIVERSITY, Chennai – 600048.

TUESDAY, 18TH, 2017, 11 am to 12.30 am
at Convention Centre, 

BSA CRESCENT UNIVERSITY, Chennai – 600048.
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Contact Details of Crescent Alumni Association

OFFICE BEARERS
Parent Chapter:

Mr. Abdul Qadir Abdul Rahman Buhari, Chief Mentor & Advisor

BSA Crescent Alumni Association
I Floor, Convention Centre

B S Abdur Rahman University 
Vandalur, Chennai – 600048

https://www.crescentalumni.com

Ms. Jabeen, 
Administrative Executive

E-Mail: alumniassociation@bsauniv.ac.in

Mobile: +919087864488

Sujit Tharakan President 1994

Mohamed Arshad Vice President 1992

Sugan Jain Vice President 1994

Seshadrinathan General Secretary 1989

Aisha Banu Joint Secretary 2004

Arun Sundaram Treasurer 2006

Saira Banu Joint Treasurer 2003

Basha Member  1991

Ashok Nichani Member  1996

Kavin Kumar  Member  2002

Ansar Mohideen Member  1993

Arul Malar Member  2004

Kursheed Hussain Member  2016

Gautham Member  2016

Mohamed Rizwan Baig Member  2013

Name Position Batch

Ali Asgar Member

Bhaskar Kanchi Member

Akbar Basha Member

Ilango Sundramurthy Member

Mohamed Tajudeen Member

Name Position

ADVISORY COMMITTEE
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Contact Details of Crescent Alumni Association

Singapore Chapter

Mohammed Ibrahim President  1999

AhamedMohideen Vice President 1989

S.M.F. Rahman General Secretary 2004

SadiqBasha Joint Secretary 2001

Tariq Anwar Treasurer  2009

Sickender Shaw Joint Treasurer 2002

Name Position Batch

Oman Chapter

Kamil Tahir Gani President  1990

AyasBijili Vice President 1994

Abubacker Secretary  1999

Ahamed Joint Secretary 2009

Vijay Treasurer  2000

Name Position Batch

U.A.E. Chapter

Ali Akbar President  1990

Saduhally Vice President 1992

Ilyas Baig  General Secretary 1990

Ashik Joint Secretary 2009

Rafi Treasurer  2005

Mukthar Joint Treasurer 2011

Name Position Batch

Chief Mentor: Chief Advisor:Mr. Syed Bukhari Mr. Hanifa Jain Alaudeen

U.S. Chapter

Sathyanarayanan President  1993

Vishal Khemka  Secretary  1995

Waseem Ahmed Treasurer  1994

Name Position Batch
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BSAU ALUMNI
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BSA Crescent Alumni Association,
1st Floor, Convention Centre,
B S Abdur Rahman University Vandalur,
Chennai - 600 048.

http://crescentalumni.com
E:alumniassociation@bsauniv.ac.in
M: +91 90878 64488

Editor: Dr.P.Rathna | Associate Professor of English | B.S.Abdur Rahman University.


